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Introduction 
Procedural deficiencies and technicalities are major problems facing the Judicial System in Nigeria. The 

process tends to make it very difficult to obtain justice and quick resolution of disputes in the courts. 

The cliché, “Justice delayed is justice denied” is an old cliché but is symptomatic of the situation in the 

Nigerian judicial system where civil and criminal cases drag on for years, aided by highly technical 

procedural rules of the court, which litigants take advantage of to delay the resolution of cases before the 

courts. 

Several efforts have been made towards the reform of the procedural rules of court to encourage 

streamlined dispensation of cases. It has been suggested that time limits be put in place between the filing 

and determination of criminal and civil cases before the various courts. 

A critical appraisal of the administrative set up of the average court registry in Nigeria reveals the negative 

impacts of the absence of incorporation of information technology into the Nigerian Judiciary. This affects 

the documentation of court processes and access to relevant files by both judges and litigants. 

The manual documentation of files and recording of cases in long hand by the judges in court adversely 

affects the dispensation of justice and contributes to the delay in most trials in Nigeria. In today’s light, 

where the world has gone digital and information technology is the driving force for most developments 

in the political and legal fields, the Nigerian judiciary cannot afford to be left behind in the analog world 

where files and judicial activities are manually conducted. 

To reposition the judiciary in Nigeria for effective performance in the 21stCentury therefore requires the 

upgrading of the facilities of most courts in Nigeria by introducing IT facilities which will interconnect most 

courts and allow for easy sharing of information and cross-searching of relevant materials and documents 

amongst the various courts and creation of a database for decided cases by all the courts in the country 

which can easily be accessed by judicial officers anywhere in the country at the click of a button; Hence, 

the endorsement of the Judiciary information system by the Chief Judge of Lagos State. 

Judiciary Information System (JIS) is case management system that assists personnel in the Judiciary to 

carry out their day to day activities. 

 

Overview of Some Features in Lagos State Judiciary Information System 
E-Filing: E-filing is a feature in Lagos State Judiciary Information System (JIS). Through E-filing, legal 

counsels/customers can file a case from anywhere in the world using internet. Users are required to have 

login credentials in order to file a case online. The system automatically calculates fees associated with a 

case as prescribed in the Court Rules. The total Court Fee is payable online through Credit or Debit Card. 
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Case Registration: Following the fee gazette JIS provides capability to register a new case by an authorized 

user. System captures all parties' information related to the case. The JIS generates a case number 

dynamically based on the case type. Users also have the ability of uploading pre-filled or scanned forms. 

Online Search: System provides a search facility to search the case information such as case detail, party 

details and case status etc. 

Case Status and Information: The JIS maintains history, track changes and status of events associated 

with the case. Users and interested parties are able to view case details and statuses through the search 

tool. 

E-Payment: The JIS accepts the case fee electronically. Once case registration is successful, the system 

calculates case fee automatically using court rules. Printable receipt is generated for record purposes. 

Online Reports: (Only for Registered Users) JIS generates reports which include case management report, 

case status report etc.  

Benefits of JIS 
✓ Data resources are centralized and being shared across the Judiciary 

✓ Incoming revenue is better accounted for and tied to Judiciary services 

✓ Judiciary staff manpower is used more efficiently 

✓ Case management is streamlined resulting in a higher number of cases processed annually 

✓ A standardized workflow is utilised across the Lagos State Judiciary 

✓ Lagos State Judiciary is now at par technologically with the developed world 

✓ Case management is easier for legal counsels such that from the comfort of their chambers, they 

can file cases and make payments over a secured web portal using electronic payment options 

such as credit/debit card, bank transfer and deposits. 

✓ Legal Counsels can keep track of their cases anywhere in the world via the Internet using a secure 

login. 

✓ The use of JIS will ensure conflicts are resolved fairly, timely, transparently and economically by 

leveraging on enabling technology. 

✓ Cause Lists on the Lagos State Judiciary website enable the general public to view and keep track 

of all weekly scheduled cases. 

JIS is equipped with electronic notification of case assignment to judges, hearing notices to legal counsels 

and parties to the case 
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CREATING e-FILING ACCOUNT 
Customer/Legal Counsels are required to create e-Filing account before a case could be filed. 

To create an e-filing account: 

Step 1: Visit www.lagosjudiciary.gov.ng 

Step 2: Click on Create e-Filing Account 

 
Step 3: Complete the online registration form and click Register 

 

 
 

Read the message carefully, then click OK to continue or Cancel to return back to the home page. 

 

Creating an E-filing account as a Legal counsel 
 

http://www.lagosjudiciary.gov.ng/
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Note: The user chooses Individual if filing as person and Users are to uncheck the check box if they are 

not Legal Counsels. Then the counsel is required to fill in all the details in the form including the space 

for Bank Verification Number(BVN) and also Payer ID(for counsels that have Payer ID) as seen below.  

 

As a counsel that do not have Payer ID, you will click on Click here to generate a Payer ID. Please note 

that you have to fill all the necessary details i.e your full name and also your BVN number before your 

Payer Id can be generated successfully.  

Creating an E-filing account as an organization. 
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When filing as an organization, you have to choose Organization as the user type and also fill in 

the required details. Unlike the Individual user type, for Organization, you don’t need to enter 

your Bank verification number (BVN). If you have a Payer ID, enter it in the space provided and click 

submit, if you do not have one, click on the link Click here to generate a Payer ID. After inputting 

the required details, the user clicks on Register and the screen below comes up showing a 

successful creation of account. 
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After clicking Register, the message “Thanks for registering with JIS. Please login with the username and 

password you have just created. YOU ARE ADVISED TO ASSOCIATE WITH A LAW FIRM BY CLICKING LAW 

FIRM TAB AFTER LOGIN” will be displayed. 

FILING A CASE AND UPLOAD OF DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE BY 

CLASSIFICATION 
From the upper right corner of the Judiciary public website, Click JIS/E-FILING 

 

Step 1: Enter your username and password then click Login 
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Note: When you login to your profile and you have registered your account with your payer Id, you can 

continue with filing your case but If you do not have a payer ID registered with your JIS account, you will 

get the below screen prompting you to input your Payer ID or create a Payer Id  

 

The counsel clicks on OK to input or create a payer ID, then the below screen comes up. 
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If you have a Payer ID, enter it in the space provided as seen above and click submit, if not, click on the 

link “Click Here” to generate Payer ID. If you click to generate Payer ID, you will see the screenshot 

below with the error message “2 Error(s) occurred. Please correct the fields marked in red below.” 

 

 

The counsel needs to input his Middle name and also his/her BVN number to generate the Payer Id as 

seen above, once that is done, a payer Id is generated for the Legal counsel. Then the counsel can 

continue with filing his case on JIS. 

 

FILING A GENERAL CIVIL CASE 
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After the legal counsel has registered his Payer Id to his JIS account, he then Clicks the icon for Manage 

Suit or Click Suit Filing tab from the left menu, then Filing  

 

A little banner pops up with this message “Please refer to My Cases to verify if the case already exists.” 

Close it if the case does not exist already  

Step 3: Complete the online Filing form for a General Civil case 
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For general civil cases, the counsel selects Civil as the filing type, General Civil as the case classification 

and also the counsel enters the names of the Parties in the “Parties to the case” as seen above in the 

screenshot. Please note, if you have more than 1 person for either the claimants of defendants, then 

you will need to write the full name of the lead party and the number of the remaining parties. For 

instance, If you have 4 claimants and 3 defendants, you will write Mr Ranti Olu and 3 ords vs Mr Bode 

Taiwo and 2 ords. 
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The counsel choses Lagos state, the Local government area he filed the case, the city he filed the case 

and also the division he filed the case. Also, the counsel choses the cause of action why the case was 

filed from the list and also inputs his prayers/claims as seen below. 
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 Also, for every monetary claim, the counsel is expected to input the said amount in the claims value box 

and also choose the type of currency as seen above. After inputting all the necessary details, the counsel 

clicks on NEXT and the page comes up that contains the generated REF suit number and also where the 

counsel can add the full details for each party as seen below. 

 

The suit number is generated as seen above and the counsel can add details for each party as seen 

below. After adding the details of the claimant, the lawyer clicks the SAVE button to proceed.  
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To add more Claimant(s), click YES to proceed and NO if you do not wish to add more claimants. Scroll 

down and Click NEXT to add defendant(s) 

 

Step 5: After the lawyer clicks on NO, the page to add the Defendant details comes up as seen below. 

The lawyer put in the details of the defendant with the exception of Phone number and Email address, 

after which the lawyer clicks Save as seen below.  
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To add more Defendant(s), click YES, to proceed and NO if you do not have any more defendants to add. 

Scroll down and click PROCEED TO FEE to upload documents and make payment. 
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The system will prompt “Are You Filing Motion with this case?” Click Yes if you are filing a motion with 

the case and click No if you are not. 

In this case, we will click NO to continue with the upload of documents. When NO is clicked, the Gazette 

where the documents will be uploaded, displays. The counsel uploads the General Civil documents filed 

by him/her as it applies on the Gazette as seen below. 

UPLOADING OF GENERAL CIVIL DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  

 

To upload STATEMENT OF CLAIM, the counsel choses it from the dropdown of the list of 

Document type as seen above. Next, the counsel clicks on Choose file to pick the Statement Of 
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claim Document from where it is saved in the computer, he then Clicks on the UPLOAD and 

UPDATE button to upload the Document into the application as seen below. 

 

Select the document type and browse for the document to be uploaded and click Upload 

Wait for the document to be uploaded and click Update 

Repeat for all documents to be uploaded 
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The counsel clicks on UPDATE to add the STATEMENT OF CLAIM document to the JIS 

application, after which he uploads other documents filed by the lawyer. The same process 

used to upload the Statement of claim document is what the counsel will use to upload the 

other documents. 

 

Screenshot showing Statemen of claim, List of Witness and List of Documents uploaded on the payment 

Gazette of the application. Find below other General Civil documents uploaded on the gazette. 
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Screenshot showing Statement on oath of witness, Statement of compliance, Affidavit of Urgency and 

Writ of summon uploaded on the payment Gazette of the application. After the counsel have uploaded 

all the documents, he clicks on Check out to reveal the amount to be paid by the counsel. 

Please note: Make sure you check the accessed fees by the Judiciary cashiers of your case on any of the 

documents so as to get the exact fees when you click on check out after uploading your documents.  

After clicking on Check Out, the Payment Fees is revealed as seen below. 

Click Check out Selection (the system calculates how much to be paid) then Proceed  
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Step 11: Click Make Payment 

 

 

 

PLEASE NOT THAT WE HAVE DECENTRALIZED PAYMENT, LEGAL COUNSELS AND LITIGANTS HAVE THE 

OPTION OF USING THE BELOW LINK FOR GENERATING BILL REFERENCE NUMBER AND PROCEED TO 

PAYMENT AS PROVIDED BY LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT THROUGH ALPHA BETA COMPANY: 
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https://lagos.ebs-rcm.com/WebTeller/WebGenCode 

 

 

Select the person making the payment (Party or Legal Counsel), select payment mode and click Submit 

 

FOR YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PAYMENT CHANNEL INDEPENDENT OF JIS PLEASE USE THE 

FOLLOWING LINK: 

https://lagos.ebs-rcm.com/WebTeller/WebGenCode 

https://lagos.ebs-rcm.com/WebTeller/WebGenCode
https://lagos.ebs-rcm.com/WebTeller/WebGenCode
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Note: If Pay Later is selected, the case will drop under Suit Filing → Pay Later Cases for you to make 

payment on a later date 

THE AVAILBLE OPTION FOR PAYMENT NOW IS THE ABOVE LINK SINCE WE HAVE DECENTRALIZED 

PAYMENT AND ITS NOW OUTSIDE OF JIS. WE WILL BRING IT BACK LATER BUT WANT EVERYONE TO 

KNOW THAT PAYMENT CAN BE DONE OUTSIDE OF JIS. 

BELOW IS THE PAYMENT STEPS TO FOLLOW WHEN USING THE PAYMENT LINK ABOVE: 
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And after entering the correct card details, the system prompts the user to enter his/her 4 digits Pin as 

seen below. 

 

 

After entering your 4 digits number, you will have to enter the OTP sent to you by your bank as text 

message as seen below. 
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Enter the OTP number sent to you by your bank. After inputting your OTP pin, your payment becomes 

successful and the screen below confirms that i.e Payment successful. 

 

After payment is successful, you get a notification and can view State Revenue Receipts and same is sent 

to your email attached to the bank account of the card used in the transaction. 

You can view and print the State Revenue Receipt. 
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If Bank payment is selected, the system generates and displays a unique Bill Reference Number which 

you take to the bank to make payment 

If you are making cash payment, select the POS payment option. 

FILING A LAND MATTER CASE 

 

After the legal counsel has registered his Payer Id to his JIS account, he then Clicks the icon for Manage 

Suit or Click Suit Filing tab from the left menu, then Filing  
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A little banner pops up with this message “Please refer to My Cases to verify if the case already exists.” 

Close it if the case does not exist already  

Step 3: Complete the online Filing form for a LAND MATTER  case 

 

 

For land matter cases, the counsel selects Civil as the filing type, Lands as the case classification and 

also the counsel enters the names of the Parties in the “Parties to the case” as seen above in the 

screenshot. Please note, if you have more than 1 person for either the claimants of defendants, then 

you will need to write the full name of the lead party and the number of the remaining parties. For 

instance, If you have 4 claimants and 3 defendants, you will write Mr Ranti Olu and 3 ords vs Mr Bode 

Taiwo and 2 ords. 
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The counsel choses Lagos state, the Local government area he filed the case, the city he filed the case 

and also the division he filed the case. Also, the counsel choses the cause of action why the case was 

filed from the list and also inputs his prayers/claims as seen above. 

After inputting all the necessary details, the counsel clicks on NEXT and the page comes up that contains 

the generated REF suit number and also where the counsel can add the full details for each party as 

seen below.  

 

The suit number is generated as seen above and the counsel can add details for each party as seen 

below. After adding the details of the claimant, the lawyer clicks the SAVE button to proceed.  
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To add more Claimant(s), click YES to proceed and NO if you do not wish to add more claimants. Scroll 

down and Click NEXT to add defendant(s) 

 

After the lawyer clicks on NO, the page to add the Defendant details comes up as seen below. The 

lawyer put in the details of the defendant with the exception of Phone number and Email address, after 

which the lawyer clicks Save as seen below.  
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To add more Defendant(s), click YES, to proceed and NO if you do not have any more defendants to add. 

Scroll down and click PROCEED TO FEE to upload documents and make payment. 
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The system will prompt “Are You Filing Motion with this case?” Click Yes if you are filing a motion with 

the case and click No if you are not. 

In this case, we will click NO to continue with the upload of documents. When NO is clicked, the Gazette 

where the documents will be uploaded, displays. The counsel uploads the General Civil documents filed 

by him/her as it applies on the Gazette as seen below. 

UPLOADING OF LAND MATTER DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  
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To upload STATEMENT OF CLAIM, the counsel choses it from the dropdown of the list of 

Document type as seen above. Next, the counsel clicks on Choose file to pick the Statement Of 

claim Document from where it is saved in the computer, he then Clicks on the UPLOAD and 

UPDATE button to upload the Document into the application as seen below. 

 

Select the document type and browse for the document to be uploaded and click Upload 

Wait for the document to be uploaded and click Update 

Repeat for all documents to be uploaded 
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The counsel clicks on UPDATE to add the STATEMENT OF CLAIM document to the JIS 

application, after which he uploads other documents filed by the lawyer. The same process 

used to upload the Statement of claim document is what the counsel will use to upload the 

other documents. 

 

Screenshot showing Statemen of claim, List of Witness and List of Documents uploaded on the payment 

Gazette of the application. Find below other General Civil documents uploaded on the gazette. 
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Screenshot showing Statement on oath of witness, Statement of compliance, Affidavit of Urgency and 

Writ of summon uploaded on the payment Gazette of the application. After the counsel have uploaded 

all the documents, he clicks on Check out to reveal the amount to be paid by the counsel. 

Please note: Make sure you check the accessed fees by the Judiciary cashiers of your case on any of the 

documents so as to get the exact fees when you click on check out after uploading your documents.  

After clicking on Check Out, the Payment Fees is revealed as seen below. 

Click Check out Selection (the system calculates how much to be paid) then Proceed  
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MAKE PAYMENT 

Step 11: Click Make Payment 

 

 

Select the person making the payment (Party or Legal Counsel), select payment mode and click Submit 
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Note: If Pay Later is selected, the case will drop under Suit Filing → Pay Later Cases for you to make 

payment on a later date 

If Debit Card is selected, the system routes to the payment gateway where you are required to enter 

your  card details as displayed below 

 

And after entering the correct card details, the system prompts the user to enter his/her 4 digits Pin as 

seen below. 
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After entering your 4 digits number, you will have to enter the OTP sent to you by your bank as text 

message as seen below. 

 

Enter the OTP number sent to you by your bank. After inputting your OTP pin, your payment becomes 

successful and the screen below confirms that i.e Payment successful. 
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After payment is successful, you get a notification and can view both the Judiciary and State Revenue 

Receipts 

 

You can view and print the Judiciary or State Revenue Receipt. 
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If Bank payment is selected, the system generates and displays a unique Bill Reference Number which 

you take to the bank to make payment 

If you are making cash payment, select the POS payment option. 
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UPLOADING OF FAMILY AND PROBATE DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  

Please note that the Item number for Uploading Family and probate documents is Item number 

21 
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To upload PETIOTON FOR DIVORCE, the counsel choses it from the dropdown of the list of 

Document type as seen above. Next, the counsel clicks on Choose file to pick the PETITION FOR 

DIVORCE Document from where it is saved in the computer, he then Clicks on the UPLOAD and 

UPDATE button to upload the Document into the application as seen below. 

 

Select the document type and browse for the document to be uploaded and click Upload 

Wait for the document to be uploaded and click Update 

Repeat for all documents to be uploaded 
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The counsel clicks on UPDATE to add the PETITION FOR DIVORCE document to the JIS 

application, after which he uploads other documents filed by the lawyer. The same process 

used to upload the PETITION FOR DIVORCE document is what the counsel will use to upload the 

other documents. 
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Screenshot showing Petition for divorce, Marriage certificate, Verifying  affidavit, Oath and Notice of 

petition uploaded on the payment Gazette of the application.  

After the counsel have uploaded all the documents, he clicks on Check out to reveal the amount to be 

paid by the counsel. 

Please note: Make sure you check the accessed fees by the Judiciary cashiers of your case on any of the 

documents so as to get the exact fees when you click on check out after uploading your documents.  

After clicking on Check Out, the Payment Fees is revealed as seen below. 
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Click Check out Selection (the system calculates how much to be paid) then Proceed. Clicking on the 

Submit button will direct the counsel to the Payment page, please refer to the MAKE PAYMENT session 

above to make payment for your case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UPLOADING OF BAIL APPLICATION DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  
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Please note; Before uploading your documents, go through the each of the document and see 

how much each of them was accessed so you can upload each the documents with their 

specific fee on the gazette. For example, Motion on Notice for this application was accessed 

with a fee of N1000, so it should be uploaded with a line item with the fee of N1000, 

sometimes it can be accessed with the fee of N500, in such case, it should be uploaded with the 

line item with the Fee N500. Find below a graphical example  
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To upload SUMMONS OF BAIL, the counsel choses it from the dropdown of the list of Document 

type as seen above. Next, the counsel clicks on Choose file to pick the MOTION ON NOTICE 
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Document from where it is saved in the computer, he then Clicks on the UPLOAD and UPDATE 

button to upload the Document into the application as seen below. 

 

Select the document type and browse for the document to be uploaded and click Upload 

Wait for the document to be uploaded and click Update 

Repeat for all documents to be uploaded 
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The counsel clicks on UPDATE to add the MOTION ON NOTICE document to the JIS application, 

after which he uploads other documents filed. The same process used to upload the MOTION 

ON NOTICE document is what the counsel will use to upload the other documents. 
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Screenshot above  showing MOTION ON NOTICE, AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION, WRITTEN 

ADDRESS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION, SEALING ORDER checked, Order checked and the EXHIBITS 

uploaded on the payment Gazette of the application as seen below.  
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After the counsel have uploaded all the documents, he clicks on Check out to reveal the amount to be 

paid by the counsel. 

Please note: Make sure you check the accessed fees by the Judiciary cashiers of your case on any of the 

documents so as to get the exact fees when you click on check out after uploading your documents.  

After clicking on Check Out, the Payment Fees is revealed as seen below. 

 

As seen above the Fee of N2750 is same with the accessed fee put down on the process by the Cashier. 

So its very important to go through the accessed fee to know hwo to upload your documents to get the 

exact accessed fee. Click Check out Selection (the system calculates how much to be paid) then 

Proceed. Clicking on the Submit button will direct the counsel to the Payment page, please refer to the 

MAKE PAYMENT session above to make payment for your case.  

 

Please note: Uploading a fundamental human right application document is almost similar to the way 

Bail application documents are uploaded since they are both of Motion Filing type.   
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UPLOADING OF CRIMINAL APPLICATION DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  

 

Please note: Criminal cases are mostly filed by Government agencies like ICPC, EFCC, POLICE 

e.t.c and payment is not made for criminal cases. The list of documents mostly filed with a 

Criminal case include Cover page, List of Exhibits, Proof of Evidence, Statement of offence, 

Statement of Witness e.t.c.  
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ADDING PARTIES

 

The details of the Prosecutor is added, after which the SAVE button is clicked. 

 

The screenshot comes “If you want to add more prosecutor, click YES, to proceed click NO” 

When NO is clicked, it takes the counsel to the defendant page.  
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After entering the details of the defendant, the counsel clicks on SAVE and it directs the counsel 

to the gazette for document upload. The counsel uploads all the documents filed as seen 

below. 
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After the counsel have uploaded all the documents, he clicks on Submit  
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Please note: Unlike the other classification of cases where we have the Check out button to display the 

amount of fees to be paid and also the Proceed button to direct the counsel to the Payment page, these 

are not present on the gazette for criminal documents because there is no payment made for Criminal 

cases, so it is just the SUBMIT button the counsel will click after uploading all documents as seen below. 

 

When you click on SUBMIT, a page displays showing Submit successful as seen below. 

 

 

UPLOADING OF COMMERCIAL CASE DOCUMENTS ON THE GAZETTE  
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To upload STATEMENT OF CLAIM, the counsel choses it from the dropdown of the list of 

Document type as seen above. Next, the counsel clicks on Choose file to pick the Statement Of 

claim Document from where it is saved in the computer, he then Clicks on the UPLOAD and 

UPDATE button to upload the Document into the application as seen below. 
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Select the document type and browse for the document to be uploaded and click Upload 

Wait for the document to be uploaded and click Update 

Repeat for all documents to be uploaded 
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The counsel clicks on UPDATE to add the STATEMENT OF CLAIM document to the JIS 

application, after which he uploads other documents filed by the lawyer. The same process 

used to upload the Statement of claim document is what the counsel will use to upload the 

other documents. 

 

Screenshot showing Statemen of claim, List of Witness and List of Documents uploaded on the payment 

Gazette of the application. Find below other General Civil documents uploaded on the gazette. 
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Screenshot showing Statement on oath of witness, Statement of compliance, Affidavit of Urgency and 

Writ of summon uploaded on the payment Gazette of the application. After the counsel have uploaded 

all the documents, he clicks on Check out to reveal the amount to be paid by the counsel. 

Please note: Make sure you check the accessed fees by the Judiciary cashiers of your case on any of the 

documents so as to get the exact fees when you click on check out after uploading your documents.  

After clicking on Check Out, the Payment Fees is revealed as seen below. 

Click Check out Selection (the system calculates how much to be paid) then Proceed. Clicking on the 

Submit button will direct the counsel to the Payment page, Please refer to the MAKE PAYMENT session 

above to make payment for your case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CASE ASSOCIATION 

If CASE ASSOCIATION (For third party and Existing parties to case) 
For third Party associating with case, a case association request is sent by the counsels representing the 

third party to the Record section clerk (RSC) for an approval. And when the RSC approves the request, an 

association password and other information is given to the new party to associate with the case. 

FOR DEFENDANTS 

For defendant party associating with a case, the case association details of the parties are sent to the 

Service sheriff by the Deputy Sheriff. The service sheriff will then provide the case association details to 

the respective defendants of the cases assigned to him/her by the deputy sheriff. 
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Login into Legal Counsel/Customer profile 

 

Click Case Association Request  

 

Type the Suit Number of the case you want to associate with in the suit number field and click Search 

You can also use any of the Search criteria available 
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Click Send Request  

 

Type in your request as regards the suit into the box and click Send Request 
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The message “Case Association Request sent successfully” is displayed 

 

Click Requested Cases tab and click Password Detail 
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Copy or print the Case Association Request information. Then use the information gotten by following 

the same process as an already existing party to associate to the case. 

 

For an existing Defendant/Defendant Legal Counsel and third party (Must have done case association 

request) need to associate himself/herself with a case before he/she can file Statement of Defense or any 

other process (es) on a case. To do that, the Defendant/Defendant Legal Counsel or the third party need 

to have the following information handy : Suit Number, Filing Type, Classification, Filed By and the 

generated password, all this can be gotten from the sheriff that served the case but in case the information 

is not available, the legal counsel can approach the ACR or the Efiling center for the information needed. 

Click Case Search on your profile 

 

Click Case Association and input your Case Association details previously generated and also click 

Search. 
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Click Save. 
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The message “Case association successfully done” is displayed. 

 

The associated suit is found on my cases tab when a Search is conducted 
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DEFENDANT FILING MOTION 
Before a defendant files Motion to a case, he/she must first associate with the case by filing case 

association to the case, and when case association is successful, the he can file a motion application to 

the case. 
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CASE ASSOCIATION SUCESSFUL. Please note the full steps in filing Case association can be seen in the 

previous pages in the case association section. Once the case association is successful, the defendant 

can now file a Motion application to the case. 

The defendant logs in to his profile and clicks on “Filing a Motion or Application” as seen below 
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A pop up comes up with the message “Are you filing the Motion to commence an action?” The counsel 

is expected to click on No to continue with filing the Motion application then the screen below displays. 

 

   

The case will be found amongst the list of cases in the screen above. Please note, the case the 

defendant wants to file a Motion application to won’t be found here until case association is done. The 

defendant selects the suit number of the case he wants to file a Motion application to, types in the 

Motion prayers and uploads the relevant documents as seen below. 
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The Counsel uploads the Motion documents in the gazette as seen below 

 

After the counsel has uploaded the Motion documents, he comes down the gazette, checks out and 

clicks on Proceed.  

 

When the counsel clicks on Proceed, it directs the counsel to the screen below, the counsel will then 

click on Make Payment  
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MAKE PAYMENT 

 

When Make payment is clicked, the screen below displays where counsels will be able to make payment 

with any of the 3 modes of payment on JIS, i.e Bank Payment, Debit card or POS. in this instance, the 

counsel choses Debit Card, and clicks on SUBMIT.  

 

The counsel enters his Debit card details and clicks on PAY (with the amount)s 
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After the counsel has successfully paid the fee, the page below displays showing a Successful payment. 

 

 

 

Immediately the page below comes up where the counsel can click on “View Judiciary Receipt” to view 

the Judiciary receipt of the case and “View Revenue receipt” to view the revenue receipt of the case. 
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CLAIMANT FILING ADDITONAL DOCUMENTS TO AN EXISTING CASE. 

Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 
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Step 2: Click Case Document icon or under Suit Filing, click Case Documents 
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Step 3: The counsel now choses the case he wants to work on from the drop down of cases as 

seen above. When the Counsel choses a suit number, the gazette where the counsel will upload 

his documents comes up as seen below.  
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Step 4: The counsel uploads the documents he wants to upload, after the counsel uploads all 

the documents.  

Step 5: He then clicks on Check out down the gazette and clicks on the Proceed button, the 

screenshot below comes up where the counsel will make payment for the amount required  
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MAKE PAYMENT. 
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The counsel clicks on “Make Payment”  

 

The page containing the payment Mode options comes up, where the counsel choses whether 

he wants to pay via Bank Payment, Debit card or POS Payment. Also, either the Counsel or 

Party can make payment, they can also pay no if the means of payment is available or pay later 

if the counsel decides not to pay now.  

 

The counsel choses “Debit Card” and clicks on Submit to proceed to payment, then the below 

screen comes up. 
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The counsel inputs his card details, i.e Card number, Expiring date, CVV and card pin and clicks 

on PAY, after which the below screen comes up.  

 

When the counsel clicks on “Continue to Internet banking” the page below comes up where 

the counsel is required to enter the OTP sent to him by his bank either through SMS or email as 

seen below. 
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After the counsel enters his OTP and clicks submit, the page below comes up showing the 

transaction is successful.  
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A counsel can view both his Judiciary receipt and Revenue receipt by clicking on the buttons as 

seen above 

 

Revenue Receipt 

 

CLAIMANTS FILING MOTION TO AN EXISTING CASE 

Login with your username and password 
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The counsel logs into his account and clicks on “Filing a Motion of application” as seen above. 

After clicking on “Filing a Motion of application”, a page with the Pop up “Are you filing this 

motion to commence an action?” The counsel clicks Yes to commence an action (This takes 

the counsel to the filing page) or No to stay on the same page to add the Motion documents to 

an existing case as seen below. 
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To add a Motion application to an existing case, the counsel clicks on NO after which he will add 

the details of the Motion application to be uploaded and also the gazette of payment comes up 

where the counsel can upload motion documents and make payment as seen below. 

 

 

The counsel Motion Exparte as the Motion Application and Motion for substituted service as 

Motion Type. To upload Motion documents, the counsel clicks on the check box in front of the 

line item and clicks on Upload to upload the documents as seen below. 
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When upload is clicked, the page where the counsel will be directed to choose the documents 

to upload comes up as seen below. 

 

The counsel clicks on Open to chose the particular document to be uploaded. 
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The counsel clicks on the Upload, when the uploaded document has dropped, the counsel clicks 

on Update to upload the document to the application. 
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Uploaded Motion Documents. After uploading all the Motion documents, the counsel clicks on 

Check out and Proceed to direct the counsel to the payment page as seen below.  

 

The counsel clicks on Proceed and the screen below displays. 

 

MAKE PAYMENT  
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The counsel clicks on “Make Payment” to proceed to the page where the counsel will have 

different Payment Options as seen below. 

 

Counsel choses “DEBIT CARD” as mode of payment as seen above after which he clicks on 

Submit and he is directed to the payment gateway for his electronic payment with the use of 

his debit card as seen below. 
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After the counsel has entered his card details, he clicks on PAY(with the amount) and 

the page below appears showing successful payment. 
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The counsel can view his receipts by clicking on the receipt buttons above.  

FILING GOVERNMENT AGENCY CASES   
Please note that Government agency can file any Case filing type and classification without making 

payment.  

The Agency logs in to its JIS account and files a new case as seen below. In this case, a Mortgage and 

revenue case was filed 
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The counsel choses Civil as Filing type, if it’s a criminal case a Government agency wants to file, the 

counsel choses Criminal as the filing type and so on.. 
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This above screen shot shows the details of a civil, mortgage and revenue case.  

 

 

 

Parties added. After parties have been added successfully, then the counsel uploads his documents as 

seen below 
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Click on Update 
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After uploading the required documents for the case, the counsel scrolls down and submit the upload 

documents as seen below. Note: There wont be any payment made for this case. 
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When the Submit button is clicked, it shows “Submitted Succesfully” and the case goes to the next court 

user. 

 

NOTE: All Civil cases filed with government agency account, after document upload from the gazette 

and submit button is clicked, the case drops on the queue of the screener. While all MOTION and 

CRIMINAL cases filed with government agency account after document upload from the gazette and 

submit button is clicked the case drops on the queue of the ACR. 
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SEARCHING FOR A CASE/VIEWING CASE STATUS 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click on the tab “Case Search/View Case” under “Suit Filing” or on the Icon “Case Search” 

 

 

Step 3: Enter any of the search criteria. Either Claimant First Name or Claimant Last Name or Defendant 

First Name or Defendant Last Name Parties to the Case or Suit Number and click Search 
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Step 4: Click Select and the Case Details will be displayed as shown below 

 

To View all Cases filed by a Legal Counsel 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click on the tab “My Cases” under “Case Management” or on the Icon “My Cases” 
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The cases will be displayed as shown below 

 

LAW FIRM ASSOCIATION 
Legal Counsel can create law firm or associate with an existing law firm. Law firm can be created by clicking 

manage law firm, whoever creates the law firm becomes the JIS Law Firm Administrator/Owner but the 

ownership could be transferred. The law firm administrator/owner can send association request to legal 

counsel/other law firms, and also accept association request from legal counsel/other law firm. 
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CREATING A LAW FIRM 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click Manage Law Firm under Law Firm tab. 

 

 

Step 3: Complete the form, Select Active Status and click Save 

 

Note: You will have to wait for 48 hours on week days and 96 hours on weekends for the Law Firm to be 

approved by JIS administrator 
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SENDING ASSOCIATION REQUEST TO LEGAL COUNSEL 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click Send Association Request to Counsel under Law Firm tab. 

 

 

Step 3: Select the name of the Law Firm, Select the Legal Counsel you are sending the association 

request to and click Save. 

Note E-mail notification will be sent to the Legal Counsel  to accept/reject the request at the next login. 

ACCEPTING LAW FIRM ASSOCIATION REQUEST 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click Law Firm Request under Law Firm tab 
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Step 3: Click Proceed/Accept 

SENDING ASSOCIATION REQUEST TO LAW FIRM (BY LEGAL COUNSEL) 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click Send Association Request to Firms under Law Firm tab 

 

Step 3: Select the name of the Law Firm you want to send the request to and click Save 
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TRANSFERRING LAW FIRM OWNERSHIP/ADMINISTRATOR’S RIGHT 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click Transfer Law Firm Ownership under Law Firm tab 

 

Step 3: Select the Legal Counsel you intend to transfer the ownership to and click save. 
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Uploading Form(s) 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click on the tab “Forms” or on the Icon “Forms” 

 

 

Step 3: Complete the Custom form or chose a form category from the sub-tab and click View then 

complete the form, attach your signature and click Submit 
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Editing Profile 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click on the tab or icon named “Edit Profile”  

 

Step 3: Update/edit the profile and click Save 
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Filing a Sub Curia  
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

Step 2: Click on the tab or icon named “Filling a Sub Curia”  

 

Step 3: Complete the form and click submit 
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Filing Appeal 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 

 

Step 2: Click on the tab or icon named “Filling Appeal”  

 

Step 3: Complete the form, upload the Appeal Document and click submit 

Uploading Signature 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 
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Step 2: Click on the tab User Signature or icon named Signature 

 

Step 3: Upload the scanned signature, select Status: Active and click Save 

Filing a Writ of Execution 
Step 1: Log on to JIS with your username and password 
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Step 2: Click on the icon named Writ of Execution 

 

Step 3: Complete the form, upload the Writ document and click Save 

 

ADR CASES 
A. ADR DECEASED PARTY 
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The legal counsel selects the suit number to work with from the drop down of suit numbers above. After 

choosing the suit number, the list of parties to that case populates as seen in the screenshot below. 

 
 

 

ADDING A PARTY 
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A legal counsel can ADD more parties to a case. This is done by clicking on ADD and the form to add the 

new party details is display as seen below. 

 

The legal counsel fills in the required information and clicks Save to add the new party to the case. 

EDITING AND DELETING A PARTY/IES. 

 

 
 

When a counsel wants to update information about an existing party, him /her clicks on the Edit Icon 

and the page below comes up. 
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The counsel enters the updated information of the party in the screen above, after which he 

clicks on Save to update and save the new information inputted.  

A Party can also be deleted by clicking on the DELETE Icon as seen below. 

 

 

 

 

MY ADR CASES 
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Above is the list of ADR Cases filed by this legal counsel, the counsel clicks on the “Update/View  

Button” to view the payment Details/ Receipt for a particular case. 

 

The above screen comes up when the counsel clicks on the “Update/View  Button”. The counsel can 

view both the ADR Judiciary receipt and also Revenue receipt as seen below. 
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ADR CASE DOCUMENTS 

 

To view ADR CASE DOCUMENTS, the counsel clicks on the “ADR CASE DOCUMENTS” 

tab and he clicks on the suit number drop down to select the case he wants to view the 

documents uploaded to that case as seen below. 
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In the screenshot above, the counsel chooses the case with suit number ID/ADR/052/2017 from 

the list of cases in his profile. Immediately, a counsel chooses a suit number, the documents 

uploaded to that case are shown as seen above, the document “Evidence” is the only document 

uploaded to this case. And to download the documents uploaded, the counsel clicks on the blue 

file below view as seen above. 

 

ADR DRAFT CASES 
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The ADR DRAFT CASES consist of draft cases filed by the counsel that are for ADR. The 

counsel can Delete such cases and also click on Print/Export file to view the Case details. 
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ADR FILING MOTION 

 

To file a Motion for an ADR Case, the counsel clicks on the “ADR Filling Motion” Tab and a 

pop up comes up “Are you filling this motion to commence an action” the counsel clicks Yes 

to commence filing from start, while he clicks No to continue with an already filed case. The 

counsel clicks NO because he wants to continue from an already filed case. When NO is clicked, 

the screen below comes up. 
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The counsel chooses the Motion application classification he wants to file, maybe Motion on 

Notice or Motion Exparte, then chooses the Motion Type, also the suit number, party Name and 

also the Particulars Prayers sought. After all these have been chosen, the gazette comes up for the 

Counsel to upload his ADR documents. 
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FILING ADR MOTION 
Motions can be filed to ADR cases in two ways;  

Filing an ADR motion from inception with a case or filing to an existing case. 

 

The counsel clicks on the “ADR Filing Motion” and the above screen displays. If you want to file 

a Motion to commence an action, click YES, else click No. 

For Option YES 

When YES is clicked, the page to commence a new case from inception i.e to generate a suit 

number comes up as seen below 
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After putting in the required information as seen below, a REF suit number is generated for the 

ADR Case as displayed below. 

 

 

For Option NO. 
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When NO is clicked, it means an ADR motion wants to be filed to an existing case and the 

screen where the counsel will input the Motion type and other motion details will display as 

seen below 

 

 

FILING ADR MOTION TYPES AND CATEGORIES 
And there are 2 categories of Motion, namely Motion on Notice and Motion Exparte 

Any of the following Motion Types can be filed to the two categories of motion, and these 

Motion types can either be filed to a case from inception or to an existing case. Listed below are 

the different Motion types 
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a) Application for Substituted Service  

b) Application for Default Judgment  

c) Application for Extension of Time  

d) Application to Relist  

e) Application to Set Aside Judgment 

f) Interlocutory injunction  

g) Motion Interim Injunction  

h) Stay of proceedings 

i) Application for Judgment summary 

j) Others   
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1.  The following motion types can be filed to an ADR case from inception. It can also be filed to 

an existing ADR case at any time, also at any case status level. No pre-conditions/conditions 

must be met before filing. 

 

I. Interlocutory injunction, 

II. Motion Interim Injunction, 

III. Stay of proceedings, 

IV. Application for Judgment summary 

V. Others 

 

2. The following Motion types have certain pre-conditions/conditions before they are filed.  

a. They cannot be filed to a case from inception 

b. They are only flied to an existing case; 

I. Application for Substituted Service 

II. Application for Default Judgment 

III. Application for Extension of Time 

IV. Application to Relist 

V. Application to Set Aside Judgment,  

 

A. Condition for Motion/Application for Substituted Service: 

If affidavit of “Non service “is completed and submitted by the “service sheriff”, then 

application for substituted service becomes active for the case. The case is then listed as 

part of the list of values for Motion for Substituted Service.  

As seen below, all the cases listed on the screen are cases that the Affidavit of Non Service 

is completed and submitted by the “Service sheriff”. Cases that the Affidavit of Non service 

isn’t completed wont be listed as part of the list of cases for Substituted Service. 
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List of cases that the Affidavit of Non Service has been completed. 

 

B. Condition for Motion/Application for Default Judgment: 

There two scenarios that leads to Filing Application for Default Judgment 

i. A. Affidavit of service must be completed and submitted by the “service sheriff” 

B. If the Defendant didn’t respond by filing statement of Defense within the 42 day 

waiting period. 

Note: To file statement of defense, Defendant Counsel MUST first do case 

association then go to ADR case and click on Statement of Defense  

As a defendant counsel, after associating yourself to a case(Please refer to page 22 on how 

to do case association), click on “ADR CASES” and then clicks on Statement of defense as 

seen below 
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The counsel choses the Suit number he wants to file a statement of defense for, and the 

counsel then goes ahead and upload the necessary defendants’ documents 

 

 

 

C. Condition for Application for Relist:  

a. This can be filed only when the case is STRUCK out by the Judge.  

b. When legal counsel selects Application to relist, then the case will be listed as 

part of the cases in that category for relist 
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Note: Motion for relist (This can be filed only when the case was struck out by the 

Judge, It can only populate for struck out cases)  

Note: This must be filed within 7 days after the struck out. 

 

 
The counsel selects “Application for Relist” from the list of Motion types and if the 

counsel’s case was struck out by a Judge, the suit number of the said case will appear in 

the Suit number text field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Condition for Application for Extension of Time 

This is filed by Legal Counsel when a case is struck out by a Judge and counsel didn’t file 

application for relist within 7 days.  
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E. Condition for Application to Set Aside Judgment  

This is filed when judgment is given in favor of the Claimant because the defendant didn’t 

respond by filing Statement of Defense.  

The defendant now files Application to set aside the judgment of the court (Judge). Either of 

the two scenarios for filing default Judgment must be met before application to set aside 

Judgment is filed.  

NOTE: See B above (Page 63) 

 

 


